We prove that the reflection equation (RE) algebra L R associated with a finite dimensional representation of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra H is twist-equivalent to the corresponding Faddeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtajan (FRT) algebra. We show that L R is a module algebra over the twisted tensor square H R ⊗ H and the double D(H). We define FRT-and RE-type algebras and apply them to the problem of equivariant quantization on Lie groups and matrix spaces.
Introduction.
Let H be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra with the universal R-matrix R . Let V be the space of its finite dimensional representation and R the image of R in End ⊗2 (V ). We study relations between two algebras naturally arising in this context, the Faddeev-ReshetikhinTakhtajan (FRT) algebra T R and the so-called reflection equation (RE) algebra L R . They are both quotients of the tensor algebra T End * (V ) by quadratic relations and admit certain
Hopf algebra actions. So T R is endowed with the structure of a bimodule algebra over H that is naturally extended from the bimodule structure on End * (V ). The algebra L R is a left H-module algebra with the action extended from the coadjoint representation on End * (V ).
Our first result is that the RE algebra L R is a module algebra not only over H but over the twisted tensor square H R ⊗ H. The latter is the twist of the ordinary tensor product H⊗H with the universal R-matrix as a twisting cocycle, R 23 ∈ (H ⊗ H) ⊗ (H ⊗ H). The action of H on L R is induced by the Hopf algebra embedding H → H R ⊗ H via the coproduct. As a corollary, we obtain that L R is a module algebra over the coopposite dual H * op because there exists a Hopf homomorphism H * op → H morphisms from H and H * op to H R ⊗ H can be extended to a Hopf algebra homomorphism from the double D(H) to H R ⊗ H, we obtain that L R is a module algebra over D(H). Our second result is that L R is a twist of T R as a module algebra. The H-bimodule T R can be considered as a left H op ⊗ H-module. The twist from H op ⊗ H to H R ⊗ H is performed via the cocycle R 13 R 23 , where the first transformation via R 13 converts the first tensor factor H op to H while the second twist via R 23 makes the ordinary tensor square H ⊗2 the twisted one.
The algebra T R is commutative in the category of H-bimodules. Using this fact, we prove that L R is commutative in the category of H R ⊗ H-modules. In general, we prove twist-equivalence between the classes of FRT-and RE-type algebras, which we define to be commutative algebras in the categories of H-bimodules and H R ⊗ H-modules, respectively.
In particular, we introduce the RE dual algebraH * as an RE-type algebra that is twistequivalent to the FRT-type algebra H * and we show that it coincides with the braided Hopf algebra of Majid.
We study coactions onH * of the Hopf algebras (H R ⊗ H) * , H * , and the opposite Hopf algebra H op . We deduce properties of the H-equivariant homomorphismH * → H, ξ → ξ, Q 1 Q 2 , where Q = R 21 R, using the coalgebra structure over H op . We apply our construction to the deformation quantization on Lie groups and matrix spaces. In particular, we show that the algebraŨ * h (g), where g is a semisimple Lie algebra, is the U h (g)-equivariant quantization of a special Poisson structure on the corresponding Lie group, the RE bracket. It is known that the quotient of T R by torsion is the quantization on the cone End Ω (V ) of matrices whose tensor square commutes with the image Ω of the split Casimir, the invariant symmetric element from g ⊗2 . As an implication of the twist-equivalence between L R and T R , we find that the quotient of L R by torsion is the
The setup of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains basic facts about quasitriangular Hopf algebras, the twist transformation, and the relation between the double and twisted tensor square. Section 3 recalls what are modules and comodules over Hopf algebras. The relations between the FRT and RE algebra and their implications are studied in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to applications to the equivariant deformation quantization on Lie groups and matrix spaces.
2 Quasitriangular Hopf algebras.
Definitions and elementary properties.
In this subsection, we recall basic definitions of the quasitriangular Hopf algebra theory, [Dr1] . For a detailed exposition, the reader can consult to [Mj] . Let K be a commutative algebra over a field of zero characteristic. Let H be a Hopf algebra over K, with the coproduct ∆ : H → H ⊗ H, counit ε : H → K, and antipode γ : H → H. Throughout the paper, we adopt the standard notation with implicit summation in order to explicate factors of tensor objects, e.g., we write Φ = Φ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Φ k for an element Φ ∈ H ⊗k . For the coproduct, we use the symbolic Sweedler notation, ∆(x) = x (1) ⊗ x (2) , x ∈ H. A Hopf algebra H is called quasitriangular if there is an element R ∈ H ⊗2 , the universal R-matrix, such that
and, for any x ∈ H,
The subscripts in (1) specify the way of embedding H ⊗2 into H ⊗3 , namely, R 12 = R 1 ⊗R 2 ⊗1,
The opposite coproduct ∆ op is the composition of ∆ and the flip operator τ on H ⊗2 .
The following identities are implications of defining relations (1) and (2):
Also, the Yang-Baxter equation in H ⊗3 ,
follows from (1) and (2). There is an alternative quasitriangular structure 1 on H with the universal R-matrix
. Obviously, it fulfills conditions (1) and (2).
The opposite Hopf algebra H op is endowed with the opposite multiplication m op = m • τ , where m is the original one. Similarly, the coopposite Hopf algebra H op has the coproduct universal R-matrix:
It follows from (1) that they are Hopf algebra homomorphisms H * op → H (as was already mentioned, the element R −1 21 satisfies (1) as well). The tensor product A ⊗ B of two Hopf algebras A and B is a Hopf algebra with the multiplication
coproduct
counit ε = ε A ⊗ ε B , and antipode γ = γ A ⊗ γ B . If A and B are both quasitriangular, so is A ⊗ B. Its universal R-matrix is
where R A and R B are R-matrices of A and B naturally embedded in (A ⊗ B) ⊗2 .
Remark 2.1. In the infinite dimensional case, we assume that all algebras are complete in some topology. It may be, for example, the h-adic topology in the case
All tensor products are assumed to be completed.
Twist of Hopf algebras.
In this subsection, we collect several facts and examples, which will be essential for our further exposition, concerning the twist transformation of Hopf algebras, [Dr2] . Let F be an invertible element from H ⊗ H satisfying the cocycle constraint
with the normalizing condition (ε ⊗ id)(F ) = 1 ⊗ 1 = (id ⊗ ε)(F ). There exists a new Hopf algebra structureH on H with the same multiplication and counit but the "twisted" coproduct∆
and antipodeγ
Condition (10) ensures the coproduct∆ being coassociative. The Hopf algebraH is quasitriangular, provided so is H. Its universal R-matrix is expressed through the old one and the twisting cocycle:
We call algebras H andH twist-equivalent and use the notationH F ∼ H or simplyH ∼ H when the exact form of F is clear from the context. Obviously, H 2
Essential for us will be the following examples.
Example 2.2 (Coopposite Hopf algebra). Given a quasitriangular Hopf algebra H its coopposite algebra H op can be obtained by twist with F = R −1 , cf. equation (2). The cocycle condition (10) follows from the Yang-Baxter equation (5).
Example 2.3 (Twisted tensor product). Let H be a tensor product H = A ⊗ B of two Hopf algebras with multiplication (7) and coproduct (8). An element F ∈ B ⊗ A may be viewed as that from H ⊗ H via the embedding
it also fulfills the cocycle condition (10), [RS] .
Definition 2.4. Twisted tensor product A F ⊗ B of two Hopf algebras is the twist of A ⊗ B with a cocycle F satisfying (13).
An immediate corollary of conditions (13) An important example of the twisted tensor product is when A = B = H is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and F = R. Condition (13) then holds because of (1). This particular case is called twisted tensor square of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and denoted H R ⊗ H. It is convenient for our exposition to take the universal R-matrix R − 13 R + 24 for the ordinary tensor product H ⊗ H, see (6) and (9). Then formula (12) gives the universal R-matrix of H R ⊗ H:
2.3 Drinfeld's double and twisted tensor square. 
for any x ∈ H, η ∈ H * op . In the finite dimensional case, they are equivalent to the Yang- 
and the composite map
are Hopf algebra homomorphisms.
Proof. Straightforward.
Homomorphisms (16) and (17) may be extended to D(H). For finite dimensional Hopf algebras, a proof of this statement can be found in [Mj] . Infinite dimensional Hopf algebras like quantum groups are of the primary interest for this article, and we present here a proof suitable for the general case. Applying maps (16) and (17) to the both sides of identity (15), we come to the equation
that must hold for any x ∈ H and η ∈ H * op . It is fulfilled indeed, because both of the elements R ± satisfy equation (2).
3 Modules over Hopf algebras.
Module algebras.
This subsection contains some facts about the modules over a Hopf algebra H. An associative algebra A is called a left H-module algebra if the multiplication A ⊗ A → A is a homomorphism of H-modules. Similarly, one can consider right modules over H. Explicitly, for any x ∈ H and a, b ∈ A the consistency conditions read
for the left and right actions ⊲ and ⊳. If A is simultaneously a left and right module and the two actions commute,
then it is called bimodule. A is an H-bimodule algebra if its bimodule and algebra structures are consistent in the sense of (18-19).
Example 3.1 (Adjoint action). A Hopf algebra H is a left and right module algebra over itself with respect to the left and right adjoint actions
for x, y ∈ H.
Example 3.2 (Dual Hopf algebra H * ). A Hopf algebra H is a bimodule over itself with respect to the regular actions by multiplication from the left and right. However, these actions do not respect the multiplication in H. On the contrary, the dual (coregular) actions are consistent with the multiplication in H * , so the latter is an H-bimodule algebra. Explicitly, the coregular actions can be expressed via the coproduct in H * and the pairing . , .
between H * and H :
where x ∈ H and a ∈ H * .
Example 3.3. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A its bimodule algebra. Then A is a left H op ⊗ H-module algebra with the action
It is is a left H op ⊗ H-module algebra with the action
This example means that we may consider only left modules, instead of bimodules.
Twist of Hopf algebras induces a transformation of their module algebras. Let A be an H-module algebra with the multiplication m and letH
can be introduced on A. We denote this algebra byÃ. SinceH ≃ H as associative algebras, the action of H on A can be viewed as that ofH onÃ. This action is consistent with multiplication (25) inÃ and twisted coproduct (11) inH. We say thatÃ and A are twistequivalent and writeÃ 
Comodule algebras.
Let H be a Hopf algebra and H * its dual. A right H * -comodule algebra is an associative algebra A endowed with a homomorphism δ : A → A ⊗ H * obeying the coassociativity
and the conditions
where the identity map on the right-hand side assumes the isomorphism A ⊗ K ≃ A. As for the coproduct ∆, we use symbolic notation δ(x) = x [1] ⊗ x (2) , marking the tensor component belonging to A with the square brackets; the subscript of the H * -component is concluded in parentheses. Every right H * -comodule A is a left H-module, the action being defined through the pairing . , . between H and H * :
Suppose there is a map δ from an H-module algebra A to A ⊗ H * such that for any x ∈ H, a ∈ A, and a linear functional α ∈ A * 
FRT-and RE-type algebras.
The purpose of this section is to establish a twist-equivalence between certain classes of algebras relative to a quasitriangular Hopf algebra H. Let V be a right H-module of a finite rank over K and V * its dual. We identify the space of endomorphisms End(V ) with V * ⊗ V and assume V to be a right End(V )-module. The representation ρ of H on V is a homomorphism H → End(V ). The image (ρ ⊗ ρ)(R) ∈ End ⊗2 (V ) of the universal R-matrix is denoted R. Given a basis {e i } in V , the elements e 
By duality, the space End * (V ) is endowed with the structure a left H op ⊗ H-module as well.
FRT algebra.
Let {T i k } ⊂ End * (V ) be the basis that is dual to {e k i }. The associative algebra T R is generated by the matrix coefficients {T i k } ⊂ End * (V ) subject to the FRT relations
where T is the matrix T = i,j T i j e j i . The matrix elements T i j may be thought of as linear functions on H; they define an algebra homomorphism
Proposition 4.1. Let ρ be a finite dimensional representation of H and T R the FRT algebra associated with ρ. Then T R is a H-bimodule algebra, with the left and right actions
extended from End * (V ). It is a bialgebra, with the coproduct and counit being defined as
Composition of the coproduct with the algebra homomorphism (32) applied to the (left) right tensor factor makes T R a (left) right H * -comodule algebra.
Proof. Actions (33) are extended to the actions on the tensor algebra T End * (V ) leaving invariant the ideal generated by (31). Regarding the bialgebra properties of T R , the reader is referred for the proof to [FRT] . The comodule structure is inherited from the bialgebra one, so it is obviously coassociative. It is also an algebra homomorphism, being a composition of two homomorphisms.
Remark that the FRT relations (31) arose within the quantum inverse scattering method and was used for systematic definition of the quantum group duals in [FRT] .
RE algebra.
Another algebra of interest, L R , is defined as the quotient of T End * (V ) by the RE relations
where L is the matrix L = i,j L i j e j i whose entries form the set of generators. In terms of the operator S = P R, where P = i,j e i j ⊗ e j i is the permutation on V ⊗ V , relations (35) can be written as 
It is a right H * -comodule algebra with respect to the coaction
Proof. Action (37) is naturally extended to T End * (V ) and preserves relations (36). The coassociativity of (38) is obvious. To prove that δ is an algebra homomorphism, one needs to employ commutation relations (31) and (35). For details, the reader is referred to [KS] .
A spectral dependent version of the RE appeared first in [Cher] . In the form of (35), it may be found in articles [Skl, AFS] devoted to integrable models. The algebra L R was studied in [KSkl, KS] . Its relation to the braid group of a solid handlebody was pointed out in [K] .
4.3 FRT-and RE-type algebras: twist-equivalence.
Definition 4.3. Let H be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra with the universal R-matrix R and A its left module algebra. A is called quasi-commutative if for any a, b ∈ A 
Example 4.6. The Hopf dual H * viewed as an H-bimodule with respect to the coregular actions is an FRT-type algebra. Relation (40) is a consequence of (2).
Example 4.7. The FRT algebra T R associated with a finite dimensional representation of H is of FRT-type. Indeed, it is enough to check commutation relations (39) on generators.
Reduced to the matrix elements T 
where the primes distinguish different copies of R. 
where {L 
RE dualH
* and its properties.
Theorem 4.9 allows us to define the RE analog of the algebra H * for any quasitriangular Hopf algebra. Let m be the multiplication in H * . Formula (25) gives the multiplication inH * which is expressed through the universal R-matrix and the coregular actions of H on H * :
It follows thatH * is isomorphic as an associative algebra to the braided Hopf algebra introduced by Majid using other arguments, [Mj] . (22) of the universal R-matrix of H: 
Proof. Map (44) satisfies condition (29) with left action (24). 
where . , . is the Hopf pairing between H * and H.
Proof. The Hopf embedding (16) Evidently, M Ω is an algebraic variety, it is closed under the matrix multiplication and invariant with respect to the two-sided action of the group G.
Remark 5.2. We would like to stress that we do not restrict the consideration to fundamental representations of U(g). The subspace M Ω coincides with M = End(V ) only for g = sl(n, C) and V = C n . 
Proof. It is easy to see that M Ω is the maximal subspace in M where bracket (52) is Poisson.
It was proven in [DS] that the algebra T R is a U h (g) op ⊗U h (g)-equivariant quantization on M Ω .
Applying the RE twist, we obtain the algebra L R as the quantization on M Ω . This twist transforms the bracket −r l,l + r r,r on M Ω to bracket (52). This proves the statement.
Note that bracket (52) goes over into r ad,ad + (ω r,l − ω l,r ) after restriction of g ⊕ g to the diagonal subalgebra. Then L R becomes an equivariant quantization of this bracket with respect to U h (g) ⊂ U h (g)
